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1. INTRODUCTION

In this note, we extend the calculation of ion loss due to collisional

upscattering in the core of the Polywell t /SCIF device to include effects of ion-

ion scattering in the rest of the device.

As the ions transit through the device, collisional processes, such as

upscatter or deflection, can alter their velocity distributions, leading to

Maxwellization of initially monoenergetic distributions, or isotropization of

initially anisotropic distributions. These effects can contribute to ion loss

mechanisms. In a previous note,1 we considered the effect of upscatter due to

core collisions on the ion "loss" rate. The ions which are upscattered to higher

radial velocity make a larger radial excursion into regions of higher magnetic

field, and may be deflected by the B-field to the extent that they will no longer

converge to the center of the device. In that sense, they are "lost" to the

dense core which produces the bulk of the fusion reactions in the device.

In this note, we consider the effects of ion-ion collisions outside the

core and estimate the loss rates due to associated loss mechanisms. We consider

the scattering in azimauthal velocity of ions in the bulk of the device, where

the radial ion energies are much larger than the azimuthal energies.

Perpendicular deflection and conversion of radial to azimuthal velocity by

collisions could lead to a degradation of theon focus. We also consider the

effects of thermalization in the edge region of the device, where the ion energy

is low and of the order of the ion birth energy. , -.-
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2. COLLISION FREQUENCY PROFILE

The spatial profile of the ion-ion collision frequency in the Polywell tm/

SCIF device is discussed in this section. We first summarize the model results

for the ion energy and density profiles. 2 "4

As a first approximation for the motion of a test ion in the device, we

assume the ion undergoes conservative motion in a one-dimensional (in the radial

direction, denoted by r) nonlinear electrostatic potential well (see N. A. Krall, •oJ~yL

Ref. 2). The ion is born with an energy Eo at a location ro. The total energy

of the particle is conserved:

E- 1mi (v2+ v2) (1)

Here Ei is the total energy, vr and v± are the radial and azimuthal ion

velocities, and U is the electrostatic potential energy, given by

U - -e[O(r) - 0(r 0 )] (2)

We assume the electrostatic potential has the following spatial form:

¢() max ( oP (3)

Here ¢max (rc) is the value of the potential at r - rc, where rc is the radial

dimension of the dense core. [The magnetic field, which is in the z-direction
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in this slab-like model, enters in this approximation only in the determination

of the integer p, with typically p - m,5 where B - B(R)(r/R)m.] The particle

angular momentum is also conserved; rvI(r) - constant.

The test ion radial energy profile is then approximately (for r < r0 )

E (r)p+ Eo t,,. S4•-- (4)
Er a eOmax [I~Y - A +

SI _

w ema 1i _ (r)p] + E for r0 = R

The ion azimuthal energy profile follows from conservation of angular momentum

E m ½ mv• L miVLo (,ro 2 oX. (5)

1 2 1 2 r1

1 2 (F2 for ro aR

where vIO(r) is the ion's azimuthal velocity at birth.

As a model for the radial dependence of the ion density in the Polywell t•

SCIF device we use the following expressions 9en in Section 3 of N. A. Krall,

Ref. 3 (here it is assumed that ro = R)

nu n [omax]1/2 ( )2 r >r>rc (6)
= 0[Fge • r dgec



14oJ1 [en maoo1/2 femax1/2,//n- -J !E_ ., r-< r• (7)

" n° o- > redge (8)

- R(Eo/e~max)1/ 2 << R (9)

ab-

redge - R - e -- R R . (10)

qrIr=R

where no- 3ni (r - R)(Eo/e~max) 1/2.

2.1 COLLISION FREQUENCY PROFILES j 1 -"

A. CORE

The core region, of radial dimension rc, is defined as that region i, which

emax -E±o (R/rc) 2. From Eqs. (4) and (5), the radial and perpendicular

r energies in the core are comparable, of the oger of e~mx. The core density

VV04 is fairly flat, of the order of nc - (3/2) nj(jr- R)(e~max/Eo)" 2 . Since the

ions in the core region are fairly isotropic, ion-ion collisions cou~d-lead to

upscatter of ot •1 d azimuthal velocitt,. 40i th . ,

S,•he ion-ion collision ffeq&Xy is

S (3/2 
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6s2m1 /2(3/2
7 iic= Z4e4nlnc¢, j

which in this ca; an be written

n 12x oi emax o (12)
" c m J3 e4ni(r - R)ln Ac

where In Ac = 7 + 2.3 loglO[E3/ 2 (eV)/(nc/Ol14cm3)1/2] is the Coulomb logarithm

for the core region.

B. BULK

The bulk region of the device is defined as that region in which r is

greater than the core rc but less than the edge radius redge where the ion energy

slows down to a value of the order of its birth energy. In this region, the ion

radial energy Er is given by Er - emax[l - (r/R)p] - e~max[l - (r/R) 3 ] for p

- =3. The ion perpendicular energy is given by E± - e~max(rc/r)2, and thus

decreases radially outward much faster than Er. In the bulk of the device,

therefore, the ion energies are anisotropic, and the effect of collisions might

be to isotropize the energy distribution, converting radial to perpendicular

energy. From Eq. (6), the ion density in the bulk region of the device

essentially decreases outward as (rc/r)2, with a weak additional r dependence
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from the functional form of the electrostatic potential, which tends to make the

density distribution flatter than 1/r2 beyond about the R/2 point of the device.

The ion-ion collision frequency in the bulk of the device is then

7

zT e2 mu12 'eomax)2 2r r1
7ib o i 'ma (r ) 2 - r321iikaln Abe 4 n(r - R)E~'7 R) i ()

for p - 3.

The ratio of the collision time in the bulk of the device to the collision

time in the core is 6k "

, iibk - m axr2 [ -(r)3]2( 7iic o b 14)

1o emax

C. EDGE

Defining the edge region of the device as that region in which the ion

radialIslows down to a value of the order of the its birth energy, that is, Er

-E0 - emax[1 - ((R - redge)/R)P], the thickneo of the region, R - redge - Are'

is given by Are - (1/p)(Eo/e~max)R. In this region, the radial and azimuthal

energies are comparable, so that the energy_._stribution isagain nearly

isotropic. fThe effect of ion-ion collisions %qht-be to thermalize the

Sdistribution at the edge.

YQn
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The ratio of the collision time in the edge of the device to the collision

time in the core is

•2".
liie ~3 E0  lnC

'lic max edge

2.2 COLLISION DENSITIES

A figure of merit for assessing the relative importance of ion-ion

collisions in different regions of the device is the ratio of the ion transit

time ttr through the region to the collision time 7ii in the region. This

essentially gives the number of collisions, NColl, that the test ion undergoes

in a particular region of the device per transit. The transit time is given by

Ar/vr for a particular region, of dimension Ar, where vr = (2Erm)1 /' for that

region.

The number of collisions in the core per pass is then

(N) - 2R E0  1/2 m1  1/2 (16)collc iic • max max

The ratio of the number of collisions in the edge region to the number of

collisions in the core per pass Is

(N coll)ede 1 2 emax In Aedae(
(N~c "o (In7Ac (17)
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As representative values for the bulk region, we take r - R/2. Then the

ratio of the number of collisions in the bulk region to the number of collisions

in the core per pass is approximately /L)~fL

"(Ncoll)bk R c 0

c max bC

From the above, we see that the number of collisions is highest at the edge

region, where the low energy ion distribution is relatively isotropic. The

number of collisions is lowest in the bulk of the device, where the radial ion

energy is high, and where the energy distribution is highly anisotropic, with

Er >> E±.
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3. PERPENDICULAR DIFFUSION IN THE BULK OF THE DEVICE

Perpendicular deflection due to scattering in the bulk of the device could

lead to isotropization of the anisotropic ion distribution. From conservation

of angular momentum (without scattering), rv1 (r) - constant. An increase in

the azimuthal ion velocity, Av,, is related to an increase in the core

convergence radius, Arc, by4 + P qc'q)

AV 1 (r) Ar 
(19

vI(r) rc

Thus isotropization in the bulk region of the device could degrade the ion focus.

In this section, we estimate the rate at which ions are "lost" to the dense core

in the sense that they converge to a R*#4c1:. larger core radius. et

Since the change in ion velocity in a single ass through the device is

small, we treat the perpendicular deflect as a diffusion process velocity
B te • space, as in our previous note.' We use a continuity equation in velocity space

IYb'•.4M( as the basis for the loss proces

g *) _an*D a8n - (20)
dt- Leff 77O

,uf I@- where D0eff is the effective pe pendicular diffusion coefficient in the device.

The ion 'loss' rate is then es imated from

r~- ir o~c

Yloss " (21)
THI/" (5 4/( o*,, (- ,

9 fz),, , 44F 4k 1.ruU~ t o 3r7i4,t



where Av± is the increase In the test ion azimuthal velocity which is related

to the increase in the core radius by Eq. (19) above.

As in our previous note, we approximate the components of the diffusion

tensor with the expression obtained when the background ions, denoted by a
subscript 2, are isotropic and have a Maxwellian distribution. The test ion is
denoted by a subscript 1. The perpendicular [to the direction of the initial
velocity (before the collision) of the test ion] component of the diffusion

tensor is then6

2 21
O± - e e2n~ln A ( F2 (vl/v2) (22)

87re~mv 2o1iV1 2 2(vI/v 2 )

where f is the error function, defined by

4(x) L exp(-C2 )d( (23)

and fl is defined by

11 (x) _ 4(x) - L exp(-x 2 ) (x)4-x x- (24)

For x - 1,7

fl(x)/2x2 - 0.214
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#(x) - tl(x)/2x2 - 0.629 1 (25)

We assume that the background ions in the bulk of the device are described by
a Maxwellian distribution with a temperat oTding to the radial

energy of these energetic ions. The effective perpendicular diffusion

coefficient in the device is obtained from Eq. (22) by multiplying it by the
fractional time that an ion spends in transiting the bulk region of the device.

As a representative value for the loss rate due to d'flection in the bulk A OW9

of the device, we evaluate the loss rat ng r-R/2. We assume the, background

in the bulk region have a uniform density ni (r - R/2) given by

ni (r - R/2) - 3ni(r E R)(Em)1/2 (26)

and a radial energy given by Er - e~max. The transit time for a test ion in

the bulk region is then of order of 1/2 its transit time through the entire

device. The effective perpendicular diffusion coefficient is then

1 1 2 v2  v (vv/v2)] (27)

.Leff ,bk(r /2) (-) (2-) v ( 2 (22
.i~er *IV~)d ' 1~ If 2 (v1/v2) .

Writing riibk evaluated at r - R/2 in terms of the collision time in the core

of the device, using Eq. (14),

a Eo l) 1 v ( A) 41(v,/v2)

D.eff " max ric 2 v, It 2 2(Vl/v 2)2](

•;.1



We =estm the ion "loss" time, in the sense of ion focus degradation,

as the time for (Av±/v±), and thus (&rc/rc) to become of order q, where q is a

number comparable to or greater than 1. Then Av ! - qvL - qv.o(R/r) - 2qv.o at

r-R/2, and Av± - 2q(E o/emax)l/ 2v 2 . i ion ss rate can then be estimated

from

Sfloss D eff 16 q2 iic (•_ ) V I (29a)

ieff 1 1(1/v2)

27q 2 71 ic for v - v2  (29b)

Now

[e~max(lO keY) ] 3 / 2  23
33/2 1/2 14 -M, (o

nc(1012 cmi 3) 7 + 2.3 loglo[eO3a(eV)/nc (10 cm (0

For experimental parameters such that e a - 10 keY, nc - 1012 cm" 3 , tl•r"

Omax c
loss ftte is of order 30 q sec. For reactor grade parameters such that eOmax

- 100 keY, nc - 101 cm3, the ion loss-r-ate due to this collisional process is

of the order of

12



loss -30 q2 3 x 10-5 sec -q 2 ms (31)

-1 ms for q-1

2
We note that since the loss rate is proportional to (Av1 )2, which is (C,-'

proportional to (Ar,)2  an increase of a factor q leads to an increase in the

loss time by a factor q
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4. THERMALIZATION BY COLLISIONS AT THE EDGE

A test ion spends approximately the same amount of time transiting the core

region as it does transiting the thinner edge region. That is,

cE 0  1/2 mi 1/2(ttr)c - 2R (_ ) (32a)tr- 2R c c e(a2eo max
•/ I:;• I f.

"2Are 2R Eo m. 1/2
:tredge ""v p ' (32b)

0 tmax) (ro

From Eq. (15) the ion-ion collision frequency is larger at the edge than in the

core, viz.,

7T- ELP2

lic fmax \A*)

In this section we estimate whether the ion distribution would thermal ize

in the edge region. The Maxwellization time scale is of the order of the ion-

ion self collision time Tiie. The amount of time that a test ion spends in the

edge region is the transit time through the region (ttr)e times the number of

passes through the device. 0

For experimental parameters such that nc - 1012 cm"3 , E0 - 5 eV, e~max -

10 keY, 7iie - 1 sec • (Eo/eomax) - 5 x 10.4 sec. The ion transit time through

the edge region would be of the order of 10 ns for R - 100 cm. Assuming 10

transits through the device, a test ion would spend about 10- sec in the edge

region, sless than the ion-ion collision time.

-r- 14
S-
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For reactor-grade parameters, however, such that nc - 1018 cm" 3 , e1max -

100 keY, E0 - 5 eV, Tiie - (3 x 10.5 sec) - (Eo/e1max) - 1.5 ns. The ion transit

time through the edge region would be in this case of the order of 1 ns for R

-.100 cm. Thus in several passes through the device, the ion distribution at

the edge might be thermalized.
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